
Timeline of the Mohican Tribal Name 

Pre-contact era: Muh-hea-ken-neew, according to the written version 
of the oral history of the Mohican tribe, as published by Electa Jones.1 
In its plural form it means “people of the waters which are never still.” 

1614: Mahikanders, per Adriaen (Arjan) Block, a Dutch trader.   

1788: Muhhekaneew, per Jonathan Edwards Jr.2  (fluent speaker) Pronounced /mąhīkanīw/ per 
Ives Goddard, Ph.D., Senior Linguist, Emeritus of the Smithsonian Institute.3 Note that /ī/ is a 
protracted vowel like the “ee” sound in the English word “heat.” 

1795-1825: Muh-he-ka-neew is one the ways Hendrick Aupaumut and other tribal members 
spelled the tribal name.1 No spelling versions by a tribal member omit the “h” from any era. 

1818:  Muh-he-ka-nuk was the way Rev. John Sergeant wrote the locative form of the tribal 
name, literally “at the place of the Mohicans.”  

1830: Approximate birthdate of Dennis Turkey who dictated a story which was transcribed by 
Estes and published by Prince in 1905.4 Turkey learned Mahican with /wə/ prefixes and aspirated 
stops using /h/.  

1854: Muh-he-con-new, per John Quinney in his Fourth of July speech.5 Quinney’s nickname 
was Wannaucon, ‘a dish’ a word incorrectly written as [onãakan] [sic] by Chris Harvey. 
Wunąąkan is the correct rendering of this word.  

1857: Approximate birth date of William Dick. At the time of his death in 19336, he was known 
as the last person known to have been capable of speaking in Mahican, albeit with an unknown 
level of fluency. The Mahican language during his childhood clearly used /wə/ prefixes and 
aspiration using /h/.  

1893: Muh-he-ka-ne-ok, John Davidson. In this year Davidson published his book, Muh-he-ka-
ne-ok A history of the Stockbridge Nation.7 Davidson describes visiting the Stockbridge-Munsee 
community in Wisconsin in order to obtain information about the Stockbridge Indians.  No tribal 
informant ever informed Davidson of a change in Mohican tribal name. In multiple instances he 
spelled the Mohican tribal name using a “double hh” providing additional evidence that there 
should be no glottal stop in the Mahican language version of the Mohican tribal name.  

1914: Mʌhiganīu (Edwin Miller in TM folder2 p11); Móεikʌnēu (Sot Quinney in Michelson 
(TM) Folder3 p2).8 The superscript epsilon, Michelson’s glottal stop symbol, was used whenever 
aspirated “h” sounds were used in his Munsee transcriptions, providing evidence that the same is 
true for his Mahican transcriptions.  



1937-38: Mohígənαk recorded by the linguist Morris Swadesh.9 

1949: Moxíˑkʌnʌk, mohíkʌnʌk, mʊxíˑkʌnʌk according to Webb Miller and Bernice Robinson, 
and recorded by John P. Harrington.10 

1981: Muh-he-con-ne-ok or Mahikans Bernice Miller Pigeon and Dorothy “Dot” Davids used 
this term several times in a short history of the Stockbridge-Munsee tribe of Mohican Indians. 
This work was done in collaboration with the Rhinelander, Wisconsin school district. The tribal 
designations cited in bold letters have been quoted from the fourth revision of this history, 
prepared by the Stockbridge-Munsee Historical Committee in May, 1996.  

2023: Muh-he-con-ne-ok or Mohicans The current version of the Brief History posted on the 
mohican.com website11 continues to use the Mahican language tribal designation but changed the 
spelling of “Mahikans” to “Mohicans.” No version of this Brief History, prepared and reviewed 
by the very best minds of the tribe mentions a pronunciation change. There is no glottal stop 
symbol, no curly apostrophe in lieu of the “h,” and no change in the vowel after the “h” which is 
properly pronounced as /i:/ as in the word “heat.”   

Since the tribe is now known as the Stockbridge-Munsee Community or Nation, perhaps this 
designation should be updated to include the Munsee. Muh-he-con-ne-ok ndan Mun-see-ok is 
one way to write it. Phonetically, Munsee Indians would be /mənsiˑʌk/. Written in a modern 
orthography, it would be Mahiikaniiyak wąąk Munsiiyak.  

Conclusion: The Mohican tribal name was faithfully transmitted over the course of more than 
four hundred years of written historical records despite the presence of a small number of 
anomalous forms.  

Primary Authors: Robert Shubinski, MD, Brent Michael Davids; Read and approved by the 
members of the Language and Culture Committee of Stockbridge-Munsee Band of Mohican 
Indians 
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